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Vancouver International Airport is Canada’s second largest airport and passenger
growth along with the ability to attract new routes and airlines over the last five
years has been astounding to the extent that it is now North America’s fastest
growing international airport. Passenger numbers jumped by 9.7% to a new
record of 22.3 million in 2016, and YVR is now expected to exceed its goal of
reaching 25 million passengers by 2020. Its rate of growth is twice the average
rate in the industry. Last year alone, eight flight routes to new destinations were
launched, and 10 existing destinations saw new services operated by new
airlines. Industry recognition for these achievements recently came in the shape
of being announced the overall winner of the World Routes 2017 Marketing
Awards at a ceremony in Barcelona, in September. “We are deeply honoured
with this recognition,” says Anne Murray, Vice President of Marketing and
Communications, Vancouver Airport Authority.

Our air service development team has
used a Team YVR approach and
leveraged our Connect YVR program to
attract new carriers and expand the
offerings of our current airline partners
which has resulted in major growth
across all sectors. Connect YVR was
launched in 2016 and provides a highly
competitive rate structure for terminal
and landing fees, designed to incent
airline growth and efficiency. The
program dropped existing airline rates
by 15 per cent in the first year, making
YVR’s rates lower than any other major
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